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ABSTRACT: We report the observation of two tran-
sition-metal-centered nine-atom boron rings, RhⓒB9

− and
IrⓒB9

−. These two doped-boron clusters are produced in a
laser-vaporization supersonic molecular beam and charac-
terized by photoelectron spectroscopy and ab initio
calculations. Large HOMO−LUMO gaps are observed in
the anion photoelectron spectra, suggesting that neutral
RhⓒB9 and IrⓒB9 are highly stable, closed shell species.
Theoretical calculations show that RhⓒB9 and IrⓒB9 are of
D9h symmetry. Chemical bonding analyses reveal that
these complexes are doubly aromatic, each with six
completely delocalized π and σ electrons, which describe
the bonding between the central metal atom and the
boron ring. This work establishes firmly the metal-doped B
rings as a new class of novel aromatic molecular wheels.

Photoelectron spectroscopy (PES) studies in conjunction
with ab initio calculations have shown that small anionic

boron clusters (Bn
−) are planar or quasi-planar for an extended

size range at least up to n = 20.1−4 All planar boron clusters
consist of a peripheral ring built from strong classical two-
center-two-electron (2c-2e) σ-B−B bonds and one or more
inner atoms, which are bound to the peripheral boron ring via
delocalized in-plane σ- and out-of-plane π-bonds. The
delocalized bonding renders multiple aromaticity and enhances
the stability of the planar clusters. Two clusters, B8

2− and B9
−,

stand out as perfectly symmetric D7h-BⓒB7
2− and D8h-BⓒB8

−

molecular wheel-type clusters.5−7 In both systems, each
peripheral boron atom contributes two valence electrons to
the 2c-2e localized σ-bonds and one electron to participate in
the delocalized σ- and π-bonding, while the central boron atom
contributes all three valence electrons to delocalized bonding.
In total, each cluster has six delocalized σ- and six delocalized π-
electrons and therefore fulfills the Hückel rule (4N+2) for both
σ- and π-aromaticity. A question arises: can we replace the
central boron atom with a metal atom? If the metal atom can
participate in the delocalized bonding, do these systems thereby
form a new class of thermodynamically stable aromatic
compounds?
In a recent study on isoelectronic substitution of a boron

atom in B8
− and B9

− with aluminum we have shown that Al
avoids the central position in AlB7

− or AlB8
−.8 Instead, both

clusters have nonplanar umbrella-type structures, consisting of a
positively charged Al ion bound to a B7

3− or a B8
2− counterion.

Transition metals with unfilled d-orbitals may be more
favorable to bond with the peripheral atoms in a planar
geometry if they have the right atomic size to fit inside an eight-
or nine-membered boron ring. Indeed, a number of theoretical
calculations have proposed substitution of the central B atoms
in the B8 and B9 molecular wheels by a transition metal
atom.9−13 In particular, the Fe-centered FeB9

− cluster has been
suggested to be doubly aromatic using both NICS and MO
analyses.9,10 This conclusion is corroborated by chemical
bonding analyses using the Adaptive Natural Density
Partitioning (AdNDP) method.14

Recently, we proposed an electronic design principle that can
predict stable transition-metal-centered planar boron clusters,
MⓒBn

k−.15 The design principle is based on the double
aromaticity requirement and states that the total number of
bonding electrons (3n + x + k) should be equal to the number
of electrons in the peripheral bonds (2n) and the two sets of
delocalized aromatic bonds (6 + 6) or n + x + k = 12, where x is
the formal valence of the metal. Two metal-doped boron
clusters have been observed recently, according to the design
principle, D8h-CoⓒB8

− and D9h-RuⓒB9
−, in which the Co atom

has a valence of 3 and the Ru atom has a valence of 2.15

In this communication, we report the investigation of two
neutral transition-metal-centered nine-atom boron rings,
RhⓒB9 and IrⓒB9 and their anions. Photoelectron spectra of
RhⓒB9

− and IrⓒB9
− revealed a large energy gap for both

species, suggesting that the neutral clusters are highly stable
electronic systems. Ab initio calculations show that the anions
are of C2v symmetry due to the Jahn−Teller effect, whereas
neutral RhⓒB9 and IrⓒB9 are closed-shell, doubly aromatic, and
possess highly symmetric D9h structures. The central metal
atom in MⓒB9, which has a valence of 3 and possesses six
localized d electrons, is involved significantly in bonding with
the B9 ring.
The experiment was carried out using a magnetic-bottle PES

apparatus equipped with a laser vaporization cluster source,
details of which have been published elsewhere.16 In brief, the
MⓒB9

− (M = Rh, Ir) clusters were generated by laser
vaporization of a disk target containing isotopically enriched
boron (96% 11B, ∼10% wt.) and transition metal (Rh or Ir,
∼15% wt.), balanced by Bi, which acted as a binder and at the
same time provided the Bi− atomic anion as a convenient
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calibrant for the PES apparatus. The clusters were entrained by
a gas mixture containing 5% Ar in He supplied by two pulsed
valves and underwent a supersonic expansion to form a
collimated and vibrationally cold cluster beam.17 The anionic
clusters were analyzed with a time-of-flight mass spectrometer.
The clusters of interest were mass-selected and decelerated
before being intercepted by the photodetachement laser beam
operated at 193 nm (6.424 eV), 266 nm (4.661 eV), or 355 nm
(3.496 eV). Photoelectrons were collected at nearly 100%
efficiency by the magnetic bottle and analyzed in a 3.5 m long
electron flight tube. The resolution of the apparatus ΔE/E, was
better than 2.5%, i.e. ∼25 meV for 1 eV electrons.
The photoelectron spectra of RhB9

− and IrB9
− are found to

be similar, as shown in Figure 1 at the three photodetachment

laser energies. Lower photon energies provide better spectral
resolution while the high photon energy at 193 nm reveals
more detachment transitions. The PES bands are labeled with
letters (X, A, B, ...) and the vertical detachment energies
(VDEs) are given in Table S1, Supporting Information (SI). In
each spectrum, the X band represents the transition from the

anionic cluster ground state to the neutral ground state. The A,
B, ... bands denote transitions to the excited states of the
neutral.
The 355 nm spectrum (Figure 1b, inset) of RhB9

− displays a
nicely resolved short vibrational progression with an average
spacing of 380 ± 50 cm−1. The 0−0 transition defines the
adiabatic detachment energy (ADE) or the electron affinity of
neutral RhB9 at 2.86 ± 0.03 eV. The short vibrational
progression suggests that there is a very small geometry change
between the anionic and neutral ground state. The 266 nm
spectrum (Figure 1b) reveals four more features A, B, C, and D
with VDEs of 4.07 ± 0.03 eV, 4.18 ± 0.03 eV, 4.33 ± 0.04 eV,
and 4.39 ± 0.04 eV, respectively, following a large energy gap
(1.21 eV) from band X. Both features A and B are very sharp,
and feature B is vibrationally resolved with a spacing of 350 ±
50 cm−1. Two relatively weak features E (VDE: 4.54 eV) and F
(VDE: 4.80 eV) are observed in the 193 nm spectrum (Figure
1a), followed by nearly continuous spectral features starting at
band G at a VDE of 5.13 ± 0.04 eV. No other definitive bands
can be labeled in the high binding energy side due to the
spectral congestion.
The 355 nm spectrum of IrB9

− (Figure 1d, inset) exhibits a
sharp peak with discernible vibrational structures. The 0−0
peak defines an ADE of 2.59 ± 0.03 eV, which is also the
electron affinity of the neutral IrB9 cluster. Following a large
energy gap (1.59 eV), a sharp and intense band A with a VDE
of 4.18 ± 0.03 eV is observed in the 266 nm spectrum (Figure
1d). Two more sharp features, B and C, are also observed in the
266 nm spectrum with VDEs of 4.27 ± 0.03 eV and 4.48 ± 0.03
eV, respectively. At 193 nm (Figure 1c), more transitions are
observed. Features D and E are observed at 4.60 ± 0.04 eV and
4.65 ± 0.04 eV, respectively. The weak feature F at 4.79 eV is
similar to the corresponding feature in the 193 nm spectrum of
RhB9

−. Again, following an energy gap, a strong band G is
observed at 5.31 ± 0.04 eV, beyond which the signal-to-noise
ratios are poor, but there appear to be continuous signals
similar to the spectrum of RhB9

−. There is a weak feature at 3.5
eV in the 193 nm spectrum of IrB9

− in the band gap region.
This feature is most likely due to autodetachment,18,19 because
of its photon energy dependence.

Figure 1. Photoelectron spectra of RhB9
− and IrB9

− at 355, 266, and
193 nm. The vertical lines in the 355 and 266 nm spectra of RhB9

−

indicate vibrational structures.

Figure 2. Optimized geometries of (a) RhⓒB9
−, (b) IrⓒB9

−, (c) RhⓒB9, (d) IrⓒB9 and valence canonical molecular orbitals of (e) RhⓒB9 and (f)
IrⓒB9 at PBE0/M/Stuttgart’97/B/aug-cc-pVTZ (M = Rh, Ir) level. Bond lengths are given in Å.
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The large X−A gaps in the PES spectra of RhB9
− and IrB9

−

suggest that their corresponding neutrals must be closed shell
with large HOMO−LUMO gaps, and they should be
electronically stable and chemically inert. The simplicity of
the spectra and the sharpness of the various electronic bands
indicate high-symmetry cluster species and minimum geometry
changes during photodetachment transitions.
To aid the assignments of the PES spectra, we carried out ab

initio calculations at different levels of theory. We first
performed global minimum searches for the RhB9

− and IrB9
−

clusters using the Coalescence Kick program3 at the PBE0/
LanL2DZ level of theory. Low-lying isomers revealed by
Coalescence Kick (ΔE < 40 kcal mol−1 for RhB9

− and ΔE < 55
kcal mol−1 for IrB9

−) were reoptimized using the PBE0/M/
Stuttgart’97/B/aug-cc-pVTZ (M = Rh or Ir) level of theory
(Figures S1 and S2 in SI). To examine the possible
multiconfigurational character of the global minimum C2v
species found by Coalescence Kick, we also optimized these
geometries using the CASSCF method with the Ahlrichs pVDZ
basis set for boron and the Stuttgart ’97 basis set and ECP for
Rh and Ir. Due to discrepancies in the order of ROHF
molecular orbital symmetries of the two species, different active
spaces were employed: CASSCF(7,8) for RhB9

− and CASSCF-
(9,9) for IrB9

−. We found that for both species the Hartree−
Fock configuration is dominant (CHF,RhB9

− = 0.929, CHF,IrB9
− =

0.927), and thus single determinant methods should provide a
sufficient description of the ground-state wave functions.
Our geometry optimizations showed that the perfectly

symmetric D9h structures are minima on the potential energy
surfaces of the neutral species, while the presence of an
unpaired electron in the anion’s doubly degenerate HOMO
(the LUMO for neutral species) lowers the symmetry to C2v
due to the Jahn−Teller effect. The global minimum structures
of the RhB9

− and IrB9
− clusters and the optimized perfectly

symmetric RhⓒB9 and IrⓒB9 wheel-structures are shown in
Figure 2a−d.
We then calculated the ab initio VDEs using four different

methods to confirm that the C2v structures are the global
minima for RhB9

− and IrB9
−. PBE0/M/Stuttgart’97/B/aug-cc-

pVTZ and B3LYP/M/Stuttgart’97/B/aug-cc-pVTZ (M = Rh,
Ir) were used at their respective optimized geometries. VDEs
were calculated also with the ROHF-UCCSD(T)20,21/M/
Stuttgart’97/B/6-311+ G(2d) and EOM-CCSD(T)22−26/M/
Stuttgart’97/B/6-311+G(2d)27 methods at the PBE0/M/
Stuttgart’97/B/aug-cc-pVTZ optimized geometries. On the
basis of the literature and our previous work with transition-
metal-doped boron clusters,15,25 we believe that this basis set
combination provides a reasonable balance between accuracy
and computational efficiency for these approaches. EOM
neutral excitation energies were used to offset the ΔCCSD(T)
VDE for the lowest singlet state. The frozen core
approximation was utilized in all CCSD(T) and EOM-
CCSD(T) calculations. All DFT calculations were performed
with the Gaussian 09 program.28 CASSCF calculations were
performed with the Gaussian 03 program.29 All CCSD(T)
calculations were performed with the tensor contraction engine
module in NWChem version 6.0.30

Because of the open-shell nature of the RhⓒB9
− and IrⓒB9

−

anions, the detachment transitions are quite complicated, in
qualitative agreement with the congested spectral features at
the higher binding energy range. The computed VDEs are
compared with the experimental data in Table S1, SI. For
RhⓒB9

−, the first and second VDEs at CCSD(T) level are 2.87

and 4.22 eV, in good agreement with features X and A observed
in the experimental spectra at 2.86 and 4.07 eV, respectively.
The next two calculated VDEs correspond to the transition to
the 3A2 and 3B1 final states with electrons detached from
HOMO−2 (6b2) and HOMO−3 (8a1). We were not able to
calculate these detachment channels at CCSD(T), but the
VDEs calculated at the UPBE1PBE and UB3LYP are in good
agreement with the experimental data (features B and C). The
next three detachment channels correspond to singlet final
states resultant of detachment from the fully occupied
HOMO−1, HOMO−2, and HOMO−3 orbitals. These
detachments correspond to the observed features D, E, and
F. We were not able to calculate these values at UPBE1PBE
and UB3LYP levels, but the VDEs calculated using EOM-
CCSD(T), 4.40, 4.55, and 4.60 eV, are in reasonable agreement
with the experimental data. The next major detachment
channel is from HOMO−4 (2b1), resulting in the 3A1 final
state. Electron detachment from HOMO−4 gives a VDE of
5.04 and 4.94 eV at UPBE1PBE and UB3LYP, respectively,
compared to 5.13 eV in the experimental spectrum. As seen
from Table S1, SI, the congested spectral features beyond the F
band are consistent with the high density of detachment
channels beyond HOMO−4. For IrB9

−, the observed spectral
features and assignments are very similar to those of RhB9

−, as
can be seen in Table S1, SI. In some cases, the spectra of IrB9

−

are better resolved, for example, the C band. Overall, for both
species, the computational results are in excellent agreement
with the experimental data, lending considerable credence to
the molecular wheel structures for RhⓒB9

− and IrⓒB9
−.

The ground state of the two MⓒB9
− anions is 2B1 with C2v

symmetry due to the Jahn−Teller effect. The neutral ground
state of MⓒB9 is

1A1 with perfect D9h symmetry. The observed
vibrational mode in the ground state transition should
correspond to the distortion from the D9h symmetry to the
C2v symmetry. The observed frequency of 380 cm−1 for RhⓒB9
is in excellent agreement with the calculated frequency for this
mode, 386 cm−1.
The neutral RhⓒB9 and IrⓒB9 clusters are valence

isoelectronic to RuⓒB9
−, and they exhibit similar bonding

patterns and strength.15 Valence canonical molecular orbitals of
RhⓒB9 and IrⓒB9 are presented in e and f of Figure 2. Similar
to RuⓒB9

−, we can understand the chemical bonding as follows.
HOMO−2 (1a2″) and HOMO−4 (1e1″) of RhⓒB9 as
HOMO−2 (1a2″) and HOMO−5 (1e1″) of IrⓒB9 are
responsible for delocalized π-bonding (rendering π-aromaticity
in the systems); HOMO (2e1′) and HOMO−6 (2a1′) of both
clusters are responsible for delocalized σ-bonding (rendering
their σ-aromaticity). HOMO−1 (3a1′) and HOMO−3 (2e2′) of
both clusters are formed mainly by d electron lone-pairs of the
central atoms and the remaining nine valence MOs are
responsible for the B−B bonding in the circumference. Thus,
both clusters are doubly aromatic, and the central metal has a
formal valence of 3.
The current work has firmly established that transition-metal-

centered monocyclic molecular wheels are a new class of highly
stable and aromatic compounds. We have also confirmed our
electronic design priciple, which can be used to construct or
screen other transition-metal−boron systems. With the
availability of the transition-metal centers, which can accept
ligands perpendicular to the molecular plane, this class of
MⓒBn complexes may be viable for chemical synthesis in the
condensed phases.
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